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Given a Poisson process with constant intensity, let N and RI be the largest and smallest number 
of points contained in a moving short interval. The present paper gives upper and lower bounds 
on the distribution functions of N and M. 
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Introduction 
Consider random events which occur according to a Poisson process with constant 
intensity A and let { YI} denote its scann’ng process, i.e. Y, equals the number of 
events occurriug in the interval [t - a, t) (a is a fief! positive number). A problem 
arising in various applications is to compute the distributions of the maximum or 
the minimum of Yt over an interval. Thus we define ~“56~ = maxo, ,‘- ‘r YI and M-l- = 
. 
mmo, t 5 7 Y, (we abbreviate these to N and M), and ask for P(N d n) and P(M 2 I?:). 
Remarks 
1. The problem is obviously invariant under changes of scale ((A, a, 7’j + 
(k-h, ka, kT)). Thus we could normalize one of the parameters to be 1, which 
would reduce the number of parameters. However, we prefer the more general 
version, since it facilitates applications and comparisons with the works of other 
authors. 
2. The definitions above require that the Poisson process is defined on [-a, 7’1. 
(It will be convenient to assume that it is defined on the entire real line.) An 
alternative formulation (used in some of the references) requires only that the 
process is defined on [O, T] ( T s a) and studies max,, ,%_ 73 Y, and min,,= I- T Y,- 
Since these obviously have the same distributions as I&.-, and M7---, as defined 
above, we obtain results for this version by substituting T - n for T in the formulas 
below. 
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Several authors have stuidied this problem. Huntington and Naus [ 1 l] provide an 
exact formula for P(N s n), but, unfortunately, their formula is not useful for 
computations unless both II and T/a are small. (In the application studied numeri- 
cally by Alm 131, more than 10 W” determinants of order 3600 would have to be 
computed.. Cf. also the introduction to the tables by Neff and Naus [16].) Therefore 
various approximations h;ive been suggested, by Newell [17], Ikeda [12], Conover, 
Bement and Iman [6], Naus [I 51 and Alm [l, 31. 
Unfortunately, little is known about the errors of the approximations (apart from 
asymptotic results). 
The purpose of this pap :r is to derive easily computed upper and lower bounds 
for P( N 3 n) and P(M 5 m), thus providing approximations with explicit error 
cstimatcs. The upper and lower bounds are close to each other, and thus good 
approximations, when n is large (m is small) or T/a is large. 
The results are stated in Section 1 together with some asymptotic results. Section 
2 contains a general correlation inequality for Poisson processes. The proofs of the 
estimates appear in Section 3. Estimates for a related waiting time problem are 
given in Section 4. Section 5 contains comments on other approximations. Numerical 
examples are given in Section 6. We will mainly be concerned with N, omitting 
mod of the details for M. 
1. Results 
In Section 3 several upper and lower bounds on P(N 5 n) of varying sharpness 
ar;d simplicity will be proved. We collect here the most important ones. For notation, 
QX the introduction and ( I .8)-( 1. I I ) below. 
I Jppei bounds 
P(N~tzl~e ‘I., T>O, (1.1) 
P(Ns tl)<e l’lv7‘, T>O, (1.2) 
P(Ncn)~e -y’7.m1”Q7, T>a, ( 1.3) 
P(Nsg+c-)‘I’-‘“‘Q>, T>~u. (1.4) 
L 1.1) is inciuded here for its simplicity although it is less sharp than any of the 
others: similarIt; f 1.3) is less sharp than (1.4). The sharpest bound is given by ( 1.4) 
when T is close to 2a, and by (1.2) when T is large. 
Lower bounds 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
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and, if QJ l e2ay’y ‘< 1, or if 2aydmin(Q3, l/e), 
P(NS n) 2 e-Pzy(T+o), T> 0. (1.7) 
The sharpest of these bounds, when T is close to 2a, is (1.5). The sharpest lower 
bound for large T is (1.6) when Q3 9 2ay’Q~) 1, and (1.7) when Q3 l e2ny’03< 1. 
Notation 
Let Y - Po(ah) and p& =I’( Y = k) = (ah)& e-“*/k!. Then 
,=npr+~)+=Ap,~;(l---&)p& 
ah 
P(YL(,n)-- n+lP(Ysn-l) 
=Apd’(Ysn)-Ap,,_$(Y<n-1). (1.8) 
Further, p, and & denote the smallest roots of 
p, = e”YpI, (1.9) 
p2 = e2rryPZ, (1.10) 
and Qz =P(N,cn) and Q,=P(N,, snn), cf. Naus [15] (and Remark 2 above). 
Naus [ 151 gives the formula (in our notation) 
Q2=(P(Y~n))Z-np,,+,p,,__,-~n-aA)p,,.+1P(Y~n-2), (1.11) 
as well as a more complicated formula for Q3. An alternative to using his formula 
is given by the estimate 
Qz--ays Q3 6 Q2 edczy. 
We also have 
032 Q; 
and 
P(Ysn)--aAp,sQ-,dP(Ysu)-ay. 
Further simplifications (useful for large n) may be made using 
,,,(l--f$)<~W’t,( l--f&+--&( l--f-$p,wz) 
1 
P*‘----- 
1-ay 
and, if ay s $, 
2 
P2< 
l+Jl-8ay 
6 1+2ay+48(ay)‘. 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
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Asymptotic results 
We note that the upper and lower bounds (1.1) and (1 S) are close when Q3 is 
close to I, i.e. when P(N2, > n) is small. Thus, these estimates are accurate when 
JZ is large compared to ah. In fact, if we keep a, h and T fixed and let n +w, 
y=Ap,(l+o(l))~Oand(1.1)and(1.5)combine(using(1.12)and(1.13),weomit 
the calculations) to give P(N =S n) = 1 - yT+o( yT). Thus 
P(N>n)=yT(l+o(l))=hp,,T(l+o(l)) asn+oo. (1.18) 
Wence the relative errors of the tail probabilities tend to zero. 
,More general but less precise information on the asymptotical behaviour of the 
estimates follows from the following equivalences, proved in Section 3. 
If A. n and n vary such that rz 2 aA, then, with y* = Ap,,( 1 - aA/( n + 1)), 
cry40 @ ay*40 c3 y*/y41 
a Q341 e QZ-+l G P(Ysn)-+l ($ (n-uA)/Jah4m 
(1.19) 
Hence ( 1.1 I-( 1 S) give good approximations of P( IV s n) when (n - ah )/& is 
large. Note that if T/a is large, then either ewY-’ is small, or ay is small and Q3 
close to I; in both cases (l.l)-( 1.5) give good approximations of P(N s n). 
From ( I. I ). ( 1.5) and ( 1.19) the following asymptotic result follows. Similar 
results arc given by Berman and Eagleson [4]. 
I/ A. n. n and T vary .s~dz that 112 UA. T/U -+mmdyT+a (ory*T+a),O~a~~, 
therr 
(1.20) 
We obtain, using Stirling’s formula, e.g. the following two particular cases. In the 
first kcas~ n/ crA --j /3 > 1, in the second case n/ah + 1. The first formula is given by 
Aim [2]. 
If 1 sr tf3 (.X. UA -‘ix, and T/a = (pp e” B)uh.k’2~/aA, then 
P(IV~PAu+x)jexp(-(p-l)P--‘~+.~“‘), -m<x<cx?, (1.21) 
provi&d /3Aa + x runs through integers. 
If uA -K(~~--~A)/Y’~A+cc. n/uA-+ I,and T/u=(n/uA)“e”” “~iG/(n--aA), 
t hell 
P 
ah 
Iv --- t7 + .Y - > -+exp(-e ‘), -0c < ,. < CC. I1 -ah ( 1.22) 
N’c omit the calculations. 
f ‘rwic [ 7] pivc\ a different asvmptotic result, viz. for T #ind c1 fixed and A + X. _ 
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Results for the minimum 
For P(M 2 m) we have the same upper and lower bounds (l.l)-( 1.7), where 
now we may choose either 
,=Wm-,E( l g)+ 
= w,,,-I (( l- c(l -e+)) +E(E-- l),) 
m-l 
=Ap,,_, 
( 
P(Y2m--I)--rP(Yam) . 
> 
or 
y=Ap,,,_,(E( I-z)+-Jp). 
(1.8’) 
( 1 .iY) 
(The sharpest estimates are obviously obtained by choosing (1.8’) for the upper 
bounds and (1.8”) for the lower bounds.) 
(1.9)-(1.10) are as before, and QZ=P(M,>m), Q3=P(Mz,~m), but we do 
not know any formula like (1.11). The estimates (1.12)-( 1.13) and (l.lS)-( 1.16) 
are valid and (1.14) is replaced by 
P( Y 2 m)-ahp,,_ ,dQz<PfYam)--ay. (1.14’) 
We also have asymptotic results such as: 
If A, a, m and T vary such that Q2 + 1 (and hence Qj --, I), T/a -+ a and y7‘ + a. 
O~acw~, then P(Mam)+e-“. (1.20’) 
Some results for the joint distribution of M and N may also be obtained by the 
methods of Section 3. We will not pursue this here, but note only that, by Lemma 
2.1. 
P(M>m and Ns~)cP(Ms~)P(Ns~). (1:.23) 
2. A correlation inequality 
Let E be a Poisson process (defined on an arbitrary measure space). We regard 
5 as a random discrete measure, cf. Kallenberg [13]. With abuse of notation we 
will also regard Z as a random set of points; thus we will write SE 3 rather than 
N51) ’ 0. 
Definitions. A real-valued function f of the Poisson process is increasing if f(E) 2 
f (5’) for every two realizations .Z and E’ such that Z- 5” is a positive meabiure 
(i.e. ExZ’ regarded as sets). f is decreasing if -f is increasing. 
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The following lemma states that the covariance of any two increasing functions 
of a Poisson process is nonnegative. We will in the next section apply the special 
case when the functions are indicator functions. (This case could be phrased: If E, 
and & are two increasing (or two decreasing) events, then P(E, and E,) 3 
OH&).) 
Lemma 2.1. Let f and g be two bounded increasing (or decreasing) measurable 
functions of a Poisson process. Then 
E( f(E,g(E)) 2 Ef(E)Eg(E-). (2.1) 
Fernark. By monotone or dominated convergence, we may immediately extend 
the lemma to unbounded functions provided e.g. f and g 2 0 or Ef{ E)‘, Eg(E)’ < CQ 
The referee has informed me that results like Lemma 2.1 can be found in the 
unpublished theses by Saunders (Australian National University, 1978) and Cressie 
4 Princeton, 1075). 
We will derive the lemma from the following result, known as the FKG inequality. 
Lemma 2.2. Lef X, , . . X,, be independent random variables and suppose that 
/tx,.. . . . X,,, and g(X,, . . . , X,,) are bounded functions that are increasing in every 
caria ble. Then 
f’:fdX I.~~~JC,k(X~ ,..., Xn)zEf.Eg. (2.2) 
Simple proofs of Lemnia 2.2 can be found in Esary, Proschan and Walkup [X] and 
Kcstcn [ 14. Proposition 4.11. 
Lemma 2.1 is a continuous version of Lemma 2.2, based on the independence 
properties of the Poisson process. The lemma is obviously not true if the Poisson 
process is raeplaced by an arbitrary stochastic process. Note, however, that there are 
versions of Lemma 2.2 for dependent variables, cf. the references in Kesten [ 141. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let f and g be increasing. The g-algebra for the Poisson 
prcxcss is generated by the functions %(A). where A range over the measurable 
~uhset\ of the underlying measure sp;~cc. cf. Kallenberg [ 13, p. 41. Thus, there exists 
a countable: family A ,. AZ. . . . such Slat f and g are measurable with respect to the 
tr-algebra generated by (E(A,));. 
For every n, let { B,,.,}f” , denote the 2” (possibly empty) setsn; AI, where A: = A, 
or A;. Ler 2, be the n-algebra generated by Et&,,,), . . . . Z(&~I) and put f,, = 
f?I fj.F,,,,. g,, = E(g’&). S** &. . . is an increasing sequence of cr-algebras and f 
and g arc : ; 5,,-measurabie (because every E_(A,, j is). By the martingale conver- 
gcnce theorem f,, + f and R,~ + g a.~. and in L2 as n + m; hence it suffices to show that 
Ef,,h’,# -z- fg,fig,,. (2.3) 
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Fix n and put Xi = E (& i)- Since the sets 6r,,i are disjoint, the Xi are independent , 
random variables. Furthermore, fn and g,,, being 9$measurable, may be written as 
functions of X1, . . . , Xzn, where we may ignore any Xi which is a.s. 0 or 00. 
For the remaining variables 0 < EXj < 00. Fix such an i and denote the restrictions 
of E to B,,j and B’,,i by x1 and &, respectively. Given that Xi = k, Z1 consists of k 
points Zr,. . . , Zk in B”,i that are identically distributed and independent of each 
other and of Ez. Consequently, 
Since f is increasing, f({Z,, . . . , Z,} u &) s f({&, . . . , &+I) i-J &) for every s2 
and&,..., Zk+l. Hence 
E(flXi=k,~,)~E(fJXi=k+l,~,). (2.4) 
Consequently fn = E(E(flXi, 3lRJ is an increasing function of X,. 
This proves that f,,, and similarly g,, is increasing in every variable. Hence (2.3) 
follows from Lemma 2.2. 
3. Lemmas and proofs 
Fix A, a, T and n. We will first treat the maximum IV, leaving the modifications 
for M to the end of the section. From now on 5 is a Poisson process on (-00, m) 
with constant intensity A. The associated scanning process is YI = s”([t - a, t)) (i.e. 
the number of points e E E satisfying t- a s 6 < t). Note that we for technical reasons 
have defined Yt to be left continuous. Obviously Yt - Po( ah ). 
We define 
N,,, = max Yl, (K U) (3.1) t -5 s c 14 
(thus Nt = NJ, 
7=inf(tN: Y,> n> (3.2) 
and 
G(t) = P(T) t) =P(N+ n) (tN). (3.3) 
Hence the sought probability is G( T). N,_,, and NU _t are equidistributed. 
Lemma 3.1. The distributiolz of 7 has a point mass at 0 and a density function f(t) 
on (0, CX)), where 
Pb =O)=P(Y>n), Y-Po(ah) (3.4) 
and 
f(t) = AP( y, = n and N, s n), t >o. (3.5) 
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Proof. P( 7 = 0) = P( Y,,> n), which proves (3.4) 
Now, let I > 0. Then r = I if and only if Y, s n for all s E [0, t] and Yt+ > n. i.e. 
!V, s n and Y,+ > RE. Ignoring the possibility that Z (contains two points spaced exactly 
by a (the probability of this being zero), we conclude that 7 = te t E Z’, Yl = n and 
N,srr. (Thus A&n.) We put Ct=I(Y,=n and N,<n). Then r=t(~t~E and 
C,=l, whence l(O<~<u)=~~CldE(t). 
Thus, since C, is predictable, cf. Bremaud [S, (Chapter II.21, 
I 
U 
P(o<?a4)=E Cl dZ(t) = E 
0
I,:‘C,h df=I,:‘E(C,)A dt. 
This proves that T has the density AE (C;) = f( t) on {t: t > 0). 
!.,emma 3.2. The density function of T has the foLlowing properties: 
(i) f ( f ) is decreasing. 
(ii) If f z2a,f(f)s f(a)G(f-2a). 
(iii) If faa. fO)“f(a)G(f--a). 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Proof. (i) By homogeneity, f(t) = AP( Y,, = n and N_,,,,s n). this probability 
obviously is decreasing. 
(ii) Let E, and Ez denote the events (Y; = n and N,+ s n} and {Nr._ln G n}, 
respectively. Thus f ( t/’ 5 AP( El anll E,). Then El and Ez are independent, hP( E,) = 
flu) and P(E,)=G(!---2a). Hence f(ljsAP(E, and E2)=AP(EI)P(E1)= 
f~u)(iw-2a). 
(iii) Ixt E, hc as abfsve and let E3 be the event (N,_.,, s n). Thus f(f) = AP( El 
and E,). Let S, be the restriction of S to [t-a, t) and let Sz be S-Z, (i.e. the 
restriction to the complement of [t - a, t)). Then Ez is a Poisson process and, for a 
given Z’,, the indicator functions of E, and ‘E3 are decreasing functions of S7. Thus 
the correlation inequality Lemma 2.1 yields 
F’urthcrmorc. E, k independent of 5,. Thus P(E,lZ1)=P(E1)=G(f-a).and we 
ohtirin 
P(E, and E,]f,j~P(E,I~,)G(t-a) 
fif)=AP!E, and E3’PAP(Et)G(t-a)=f(a)G(t-a). 
A very similar argument gives the following result which says that G(t) is 
*uvrmuitiplicativc: while G( t - u ) ( t 2 a ) is submultiplicative. 
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Lemma 3.3. If t, u Z= 0, then 
(i) G(t+u)a G(t)G(u), 
(ii) G(t+u+a)sG(t)G(u). 
Proof. (i) By the correlation inequality (Lemma 2. l), 
G( t + u) = P(N,+, s n) = P(N, s IZ and N,,,, s n) 
2 P(N+ n)P(N,,+, s n) = G(t)G(u). 
(ii) Since N1 and Nt+a,f+u+a are independent, 
G( t + u + a) = P(N,+,+, s n) s P(N, s n and N,,,, r+u+a s n 1 
(W 
(3.9) 
Next we compute f(a) which plays an important role in Lemma 3.2, and show 
that it equals y as defined in (1.8). 
Lemma 3.4 
f(a)=hP(Y=n)E Fy 
( ) n+1 +’ 
Y N Po(ah ). (3.10) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, 
f(a) = AP( Y, = n)P(N, d n 1 YCJ = n). 
Let us first compute P(N, s n 1 Yr, = m, Y(, = 12). Denote the points of Zn [G, tit) by 
5 I?***, & and the points of En [-a, 0) by ql,. . . , q~,~*. Then, for C, s s s a, 
y,= #{i: g<S}+ #{j: T)j3S--a)=?l-#(iI ei2S}+ #{j: 7)j3S-a). 
Thus N,sneY,<n for every sE[O,a]ej#{i: siaS}s #{j: 7)jdS-a)’ 
# {j: qj + a b S} for every s E [0, alaif we count {ti} u (vi + a} in decreasing order, 
we will at every moment have counted at least as many ti : s as vi + a : s. 
Note that {si}T and { qj + a>‘: are independent and uniformly distributed on [0, a); 
thus, all orderings of them are equally probable. We thus have an instance of the 
classical ballot problem, cf. e.g. Feller [9, p. 691 (a slightly different version), whence 
P( NC, s n 1 Y. = m and U, = n) = (1 - (m/n + I ))+. Since Ytt and YCI are independent, 
and f(a)=AP(YU=n)E 
+ 
The basic idea behind the estimates in Section 1 is that, by Lemmas 3.2 aitd 3.4, 
‘7t) =r rG( t). Thus, we expect 7 to be approximately exponentially distributed with J 
parameter y (alias f(a)). 
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The formal argument goes as follows 
I&.Iu bounds. By Lemma 3.2(iii), 
f(t)ayG(t-a)>yG(t), taa. 
ThUS 
(3.11) 
d 
-$eY’G(t))=yeY’G(t)-e”f(t)Q, tza, 
whcncc eY’G( t) decreases for t 2 a, i.e. 
cY’G(t)s:eY’G(s) for tasty. (3.12) 
We obtain ( I .3) and ( 1.4,) by taking t = T and s = a or 2~. We may improve the 
exponent by iteration as follows. If t > 2a, then, by (3.12), e”“G( t) s G( t - a), 
whence, by (3.7) again, 
frrj 2 y euYG(r). (3.13) 
Put y2 = y P. Then, by the same argument as above, eYzrG(t) is decreasing for 
I s 20, and 
G( 1) < e ye’ e”‘Y-G( 2a), t 2 2a. (3.14) 
Continuing by induction, we define 
y~+pye”~L, k=2,3 ,..., (3.15) 
and obtain that /(I) 2 yLG( t), t 2 ka, and thus that eYk’G( t) decreases for t > ka. 
1 knee. with C,, = ckuY~G( ka ) 
C;(I)S c)sk e yh’, tb ka. (3.16) 
Now. fix z > 0 and k, and let j be a positive integer. By Lemma 3.3(i), G( j?) 2 G(t)‘, 
and thus. if j is large enough, 
G( 1)‘~ G( jf) f Ck e -W and G(t) s CL” e- yh’. 
Letting j+ lac we obtain 
(3.17) 
(Thus & 5 1 q i.e. if Ck is known, (3.16) is better than (3.17).) 
Y* Yl* Y.5, - * - is an increasing sequence. It has to be bounded since otherwise 
l=N) =0 would follow by (3.17); thus yJr = lim yk exists. Taking limits in (3.15) and 
CJ.17) we obtain yX = yeuyt. whence y* = y& and G(t)ae-YY: This proves (1.2) 
and ( 1.1). 
I_t)tc*er bawds. We note that if f 2 2, (3.8) yields 
(i(f) 2 G(2a)G(t--2a)= @G(I--2a). (3.18) 
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Thus, by Lemmas 3.2(ii) and 3.4, 
f( ) t s- ’ G(t), ta2n. a (3.19) 
Hence e y”O jG( t) is increasing for t b 2a and G(t) 2 e-““-2”‘~~-G(2~), t 2 ~a, i.e. 
(1.5). We define y{ = y/Q3 and 
y;+I=yezay;, k=1,2 ,... . 
By induction as above 
f(t)< ykG(t), tz2ka 
and, with CL = e’k”YkG(2ka), 
G(t) b CL ems”:‘, t 2 2ka. (3.26) 
Repeated use of (3.9) yields, for j = 1,2, . . . , 
G(t)‘> G(jt+(j- l)a)a G(j(t+a))z C’, e-yij(‘frr’ 
and we obtain by letting j+ a 
G(t) 2 e-- Yh(f+cr)m (3.21) 
The sequence { yi} is either decreasing or increasing. If cp(x) = y ezux - x and 
2ay< l/e, then cp(x) =O has two roots x’ =&y and x”> x’, and O< cp’(x”) = 
2ay e’“““-- 1 = 2ax”-- 1. Hence, if 2ay’, s 1, y: < x”. Consequently, if yi< y{ or 
2ay/ O3 s 1 and 2ay < l/e, then yL + Pry and (1.7) follows. ( 1.6) is an immediate 
consequence of (3.8). 
Proof of (f .liZ)-(1.17). The right part of (1.12) is a special case of (1.2) or (3.12). 
The left part and ( 1.14) follow by Lemma 3.1 since 
and 
y <f(t) -c hP( Y, = 12) = hp,, for 0 < t < a. 
Lemma 3.3(i) gives (1.13). 
The estimates (1.15) of y follow from 
li(l-&)+=E(l---+(-&l)+ 
ah Y 
=I--+E ,+1-l 
0-l ( 1 -t (3.22) 
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1 
=---p~+&j+l) A!- 
0 ( ) 
i 1 ah -2 
n+3 
=-p l-,+3 l 
n+l n+2 ( ) 
(3.23) 
( 1.16) follows from 
PI=e aylP1 > 1 + ayp,, 
and ( 1.17) follows by elementary computations from 
(3.24) 
I =P2ee 2ayfi2 > &( 1 - 2ay/3& 4. (3.25) 
Prawf of (1.19). By restricting attention to suitable subsequences. we may assume 
that lim aA exists (finite or infinite). 
If crA + 0 all conditions hold. 
lf alit --, (r, 0 < ay < a, the conditions all hold if and only if n + CO. 
tf aA +*, we may further assume that (n - ah)/&k /3, 0 s /3 s a. 
1 t is not dificult to show, using ( 1. 1 1 ), ( 1.13), ( 1.15) and the Central Limit Theorem 
that the conditions all hold if p = 00 but not if /3 < 00. 
The miriimum 
Finally we’ briefly sketch the modifications for M. We define M,.. = mint-=,.z,, Y,,, 
r=inf{r~O: Y,< m}, and 
G(t)=P(s>t)=P(M,>m). 
The only essential diserence is in Lemma 3.1. The statement holds with (3.4) and 
U.5, replaced by P(r=O)=P(Y<m) and 
f(r)= 
A P( YI = rn - 1 and M, 2 m - 1 ), O<t<a, 
AP( Y, = nt - I_ M, _(l.l 3 m - 1 and Ml__,, 2 m), t > a. 
In the proof one obtains T = t > Oa t - a E .S and CI = 1, where Cf = I( Y, = m and 
SIT c+ nt 1. Hence 
1I II I1 
/w 75 UI = I C,dZ(t-a)= I C,+,, dS( 0. (J -cl 
1 hxvcvcr. C, + d, is not predictable. Nevertheless it is not difficult to deduce that 
PC I9 . TI 14) = I:: f ( t) dt, with /‘(r) given above. 
1 fcncc fc t ) i\ &xx-casing, but it has a discontinuity at t = a: 
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and 
f(a+j=AP(Y,=nz-l,M,am-land Yr,amj. 
Both of these values may be used in ler. .]a 3.2. Otherwise, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 
remain unchanged. In Lemma 3.4 one obtains 
f(a-j=AP(Y=m-1jE l- 
( ?+I+ 
and 
f(a+j=f(a-j-hP(Y=m-l)‘/m. 
This gives (as above) the results stated at the end of Section 1. 
4. A waiting time 
In Section 3 we defined 7 as the waiting time until at ieast it + 1 events occur 
within an interval of length a. Since, by (3.3), 
u? 
m ET= 
I 
P(7) Tj dT= 
I 
P(ZV+ nj dT, 
0 0 
we obtain, using the notation of Section 1, by (1.2), (1.5) and (1.16): 
and, if (1.6) is applicable, also 
ET 2 e-“fizY (PrY)-” WY)~ ’ -a. 
If ayai, (1.17) yields 
~+-f(l+~i=8uy)~1-2ay-16(uy)“. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
If furthermore e.g. Q3 2: i then, since 4 ezuy” G e’/8 < 1, either 03 c’““‘~‘< 1 or 
2uy < 5 d QJ whence (1.7) and (4.2) hold, and 
l/y--(3+ 16uyja <ET< l/y-u. (4.3) 
Hence, when uy is small, we can estimate ET with an uncertainty of about 2a. 
If T* denote the corresponding waiting time for a Poisson process starting at 0 
(cf. Remark 2 in the introduction), P( T*>T)=P(T>T-a)for T>a,andP(YG 
~)<P(T*> T)< 1 for T<u. Hence 
ET+~P(Ys~)<ET*<ET+u. (4.4) 
When (1.7) k valid, we obtain from it as T-+ 0, 
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Hence, if O3 3 : 2 ay, 
l/y-(2+ my)a<ET*< l/‘y. (4.5) 
Higher moments of T and T* may be similarly estimated. Bounds for ET* are also 
given by Glaz [lo] but the present bounds are in most cases sharper. (When n is 
large, the quotient between Glaz’s upper and lower bounds is almost n.) Naus [15] 
gives two approximations. 
5. Relations with other approximations 
Newell [ 171 and lkeda [12] give the asymptotic formula 
P(N~n)=exp(-A n”anT/n!) as a-*0. 
Since yT = A”+‘a” eeeuA (tZ!)-‘E( 1-( Y/F2 + 1 jj+T, we see that their approximation 
is obtained if e aA and E(1 -( Y/n + l)),. are deleted in the exponent of eVy’. 
Obviously, this is accurate if ah <c 1. 
Aim [3] gives the approximation 
(and a couple of variants). 
‘I-his could be seen as an approximation to e- “1 Note that, by (1.1) and (1.15)_ this 
formula always overestimates P( N s 12). The formula is accurate when IZ or T/u 
is Imps. 
Naus [ 1-C) suggests 
This reflects the same basic idea as this paper, namely that T is approximately 
exponentially distributed. More precisely, if we approximate G(f) by a function 
A c *I’ where the constants are chosen such that equality holds at a and ?a, we 
obtain Naus,’ approximation. Further support for this approximation is given by the 
observation rhat it satisfk the !;dn..<: inequalities (1.1) (for T > a), (13, (IA), i 1.5) 
and ( 1.6) as the true prohahilky P(N c II). For the upper bounds this follows from 
Q;/@cr t’ ‘IV (cf. (IX)), for (I 3) we use Q3e”“;Ox>Q3+ay~Q2 (cf. (1.12)), 
\vhcnc- Q2/Q2 ‘;> e “? ‘~‘4, s dnd for E 1.6) we use ( 1.13) which yields Q3/ Q2 -) Q!, ‘. 
6. Numerical examples 
I. :I\ an wimplc where 11 and T/u N-C” small. we take A = 1, u = 1 and T = 9. 
‘I hk I giws. for 12 = 2. . . . . 7. the values of the lower bound ( 1.7) and the upper 
~wund~ ( 1.3 rtrd t 1.3) togcthcr with the exact value of P( Ns n) obtained from 
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the tables by Neff and Naus [16]. Note how the difference between the bounds 
rapidly shrinks as n increases. 
Table 1 
P(IVsn) for ah=l, T/a=9. 
n (1.7) (1.2) (1.3) Neff & Navs 
2 0.171 0.276 0.288 0.215 
3 0.601 0.647 0.644 0.626 
4 0.882 0.804 0.892 0.889 
s 0.975 0.977 0.977 0.97 
6 0.9956 0.996 I 0.9960 0.99 
7 0.9994 0.9994 0.9994 0.999 
2. It was remarked in Section 1 that the bounds are sharper for large T/a. cl’o 
exemplify this we give in Table 2 the lower and upper bounds ( 1.7 j and ( 1.2) of 
P(N 6 n) for A = 1, a = 1 and T = 1000. This may also %e studied in the tables by 
Aim [3] for h = 40, a = 1 and T = 3599. 
3. For the waiting times r and T* we obtain for A = 1, a = 1 and n =4, by (4.1) 
and (4.4), 
78.8 < ET < 80.6 and 79.8 < ET* < 81.6. 
Table 2 
P( N 5 n) for ah = 1. T/ c1 = 1000. 
~_~._-_----,-- -- 
I1 t 1.7) (1.2) 
_ --.--_- --__-- ~__.________ -- 
4 0.0000 0.0000 
5 0.0765 0.0772 
6 0.6448 o.tds2 
7 0.938 1 O.Y3X 1 
8 0.90 1 Y O.YY 1 Y 
Y O.YYYY O.YYYY 
___ I______-__-_ --__I~ 
Glaz [IO] gives S6.6 < ET* < 2 11.7. Naus [ 151 has 80.8 as an approximation. 
For A = 40, R = 1 and n = 6% we obtain from (4.5) 
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